How to use tear off appliqué fabrics
1.
2.

Digitising for Vellutex, Pelltex and Glitter Lux - create the design
using two outer edge stitched borders placed 1 - 2mm apart.
The internal border can either be a running or decorative pattern
stitch i.e. feather stitch and must be 1.5mm wide.
The outer edge must be a Satin/Steil border with a zig zag underlay.
Increase stitch density slightly from 0.4mm to 0.35mm.

Digitising for Rasotex and Texcotton badges - create the design
using a double zig zag underlay with a running stitched outer edge
which must be 2mm from the edge of the satin stitched border.
Increase stitch density for your satin border from 0.4mm to 0.3mm.

3.
4.

Use a sharp point needle size 60 - 70 MXK5S to pierce
through the fabric and create a cleaner appearance.

How to apply Vellutex, Pelltex and Glitter Lux - Cut the fabric slightly larger
than the stitched design, hoop up the garment securing the appliqué fabric
with either sticky tape or temporary adhesive spray, MSA 1100 or AD505.
Once stitched, remove from the hoop, make an initial cut and carefully pull
away the excess fabric.

5.

How to apply Rasotex and Texcotton - hoop up the fabric and place
in the machine, no need for backing fabric. Stitch the design then
remove from the hoop. To easily remove, cut up to the edge of the
satin stitch border and carefully cut around the contour of the badge.

6.

Your badge can be applied either by sewing directly onto the
garment or bond using Heatseal Film 035HP855.

7.

NB. When using Heatseal Film take care to follow the heat
setting recommendations for the Rasotex and Texcotton.
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